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From:

David Aplin

TO:

"Andrew Bratton"

,
CC

Date;

5un, Apr 19, 2015, 6:55 PM

Subject:

Re: QRS OFFICERS

Andrew
I gtood as Treasurer not a committee member. I would not have stood as a committee member. It was on my recommendation that the
exec agreed to follow the rules not incorrect custom and practise. This is more democratic not less. Any officer or committee member can
be removed by the Exec, and no officer would stay in post if a motion of no confidence was passed against them. Real democracy would
be seivsd by competitive nominations. There is no provision in the rules for the members decisions on officers to be over-ruled by the Exec.
David
Sent from my iPhone
On 19 Apr 2015, at 15:59, "Andrew Bratton"

wrote:

Dear Colin,
You are right providing it is on the Agenda. The Agenda stated "Election of Members of the
Executive Committee". No mention was made of Officers which is why I, and others, were
not alerted to the change.
Had the situation had been made clear at the AGM, I doubt if one individual would have got
re-elected.
Would you be happy to continue with an Officer who was either incompetent or an
embarrassment, or both, to the Society? How would you change it with your proposed
procedure?
You are changing the interpretation of the Rules on a whim, the danger of which was
highlighted at the EGM.
Regards
Andrew

From: ashmancol
Sent: 19 April 2015 14:47
To: Andrew Bratton;
Brendan Lawrik (Brendan Lawrik); Brian Amman; David
Aplin; Lance Adlam (Lance Adlam); Michael Patterson; 'Peter Mitchell1 ('Peter Mitchell'); 'Richard
Gumming'
Cc: 'Keith Lobley'
Subject: Re: QRS OFFICERS

Andrew,
According to the rules of the Society, namely Rule 21b, the purpose of the AGM is to elect the officers and other members
of the Executive Committee.
The fact that the traditional custom and practice has been for the Committee to elect officers from within it's own ranks
appears to have been inconsistent with our rules. Therefore, this years elections followed the correct proceedure.
Regards, Colin.
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— Original message —
From: Andrew Bratton
Date: 19/04/2015 14:20 (GMT+00:00)
To; rwlp-s*sc@
Ashmancol@.
'Brendan Lawrik (Brendan Lawrik)",Brian Amman ,David Aplin ,"Lance
Adlam (Lance Adlam)" ,Michael Patterson ,"'Peter Mitchell1 ('Peter Mitchell')" ,'Richard Gumming1
Cc: 'Keith uoDiey
Subject: QRS OFFICERS

Dear All,
I am concerned that following the elections at the AGM yesterday, some individuals may consider they have been elected
as "Officers" as the voting slips specified titles after names (for the first time).
Since the agenda for the meeting did not include this, and I have seen no evidence of the Executive agreeing to changes in
'custom and practice', all individuals have merely been elected to serve on the Executive. It is up to the 'new' Executive to
choose their Officers.
This practice was adopted from day one of the Society as it was felt that most members voted on 'popularity' rather than
the 'ability' of candidates and the Executive could easily get lumbered with an incompetent Officer and be helpless to do
anything about it.
I trust at the first meeting of the 'new' Executive the Officers will be appointed democratically with full consideration of past
performance being taken into account.
Andrew
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